Třebovětice, Jičín dist., Hradec Králové Region

Prehistoric ritual enclosure

(4900–4200 BC?)

The circular enclosure near Třebovětice has not been properly dated so far. Based on its shape and a few archaeological finds from its area, the site could either be a Neolithic ‘rondel’ enclosure (the authors prefer this possibility) or an Iron Age site of some unusual type and function. Like the majority of Neolithic ‘rondels’, the enclosure has a circular shape with ditches interrupted in four places facing the cardinal directions. However, unlike the other ‘rondel’ sites, the Třebovětice monument consists not only of multiple lines of ditches but also banks (most probably because it is the only ‘rondel’ discovered in the woods, i.e. the surface has not been levelled by agriculture). ‘Rondels’ could have served as gathering places, shrines or astronomical observation points, to name a few possibilities of explanation.


Navigation points: N 50°21′12.69″, E 15°43′00.07″ (east).
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